Culture, Nature & Cuisine of New Zealand
With only 4.5 million people, Aotearoa (“The Land of the Long White
Cloud”), as the Maori call New Zealand, has its culinary origins in
Britain. It is a multicultural society now with European, Polynesian and
Pan-Asian influences on it’s food, wine and culture.
Fresh, innovative and delicious, New Zealand's flavorsome food
and world-class wine are not to be missed. They are essential
ingredients to a New Zealand experience – whether that's fine dining
or casual outdoor meals, tasting at the cellar door or mingling with
local producers at farmers markets. For many, New Zealand’s wines
are the main reason to visit, particularly the famed Marlborough region
(included on our itinerary), which produces some of the world’s finest
Sauvignon Blancs and Pinot Noirs, among others.
The breath-taking scenery of New Zealand’s South Island is rolling
hills, alpine ranges, lush rain forests and a coast that is a unique
treasure trove of geological and wildlife sites. The South Island offers
up a pristine wilderness and a gastronomic jewel to explore.

February 16-28, 2017 (12 nights)

Delicious Highlights
• Gourmet sailing cruise on Tasman Bay
• Dinner at a vineyard in the ruins of a
homstead, cooked in a pinot noir barrel
• Visit to the Otago Farmer’s Market
• Popup gourmet dinner experience in a
historic building hosted by Food
Design Institute of Dunedin
• Exclusive tours & tasting at leading
Marlborough winemakers, including
Cloudy Bay, Hans Herzog and Wither
Hills and Johanneshof
Sightseeing Highlights:
• Visit to Maori Marae with private
cultural performance and hangi meal
• Exploring Blenheim, Nelson, Dunedin,
Queenstown, Moeraki and the pristine
beauty of the remote West Coast

Priced from $6,670 per person (land only)
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GLOBAL GOURMANDS creates exceptional and authentic culinary journeys that showcase the

gastronomic heritage and cultural highlights of a destination. We focus on small-group and independent travel which allows for flexibility on the road and a more intimate group dynamic. Price of
$6,670 reflects a min group size of 15 travelers. Currency fluctuations may cause an increase in cost.
We recommend that you purchase travel protection, should there be unforeseen circumstances that
affect your participation in a tour. Please see our website for more information about all our tours and
our complete Terms & Conditions or contact us at info@globalgourmands.com.
312-724-6985

globalgourmands.com!

